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Engagement Norms
≫ Participate actively in the 

chats and breakout groups
≫ Be present
≫ Silence can be golden
≫ Be camera ready
≫ Be aware that we are 

recording



Housekeeping

Note: This session is being recorded. The recording and PowerPoint 
will be made available after the session.

Use the chat box for 
questions, comments, 
and to participate in 

activities.

Please remain on mute 
when you’re not 

speaking. Click unmute 
when you want to 

speak.

Share your 
Reactions 

throughout the 
presentation.



Agenda

Welcome

Sign In:  SHEET

Getting to know everyone

Overview

Guided Reading best practices & resources

Questions and Answers

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSebI6_3eBYImWusS-6uZTEABYZP4o5W9SevK327sasq44lY8Q/viewform


Getting to know us



Robin Dyrensborg has a Master of Education in Educational 

Leadership, is National Board Certified in Social Studies/History - 

Early Adolescence, and is in the Learning Design and Technology 

Doctorate program at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa. She is 

a sixth-grade English/Language Arts teacher at ‘Iolani School in 

Honolulu, Hawai‘i where she is the Lower School Language Arts 

Department Head and a grade-level lead for distance learning. In 

these roles, she provides curriculum support, technology 

integration support, and designs distance learning protocols and 

resources for students and families. In addition, she designs the 

Social Emotional Learning curriculum for her grade level. She has 

taught for 26 years in public and private schools in elementary, 

middle, and K–12 settings. Her other teaching experiences 

include Title I Project teacher and World History teacher. Robin 

has designed and facilitated teacher professional development 

workshops at the local, district, and international levels. Robin 

enjoys cooking, traveling, reading, and spending time with 

family. She was born in Palau and moved to Hawai‘i at the age of 

10. 

Robin Dyrensborg



Terra Allen
Terra has called the Northern Marianas home for 12 years, working in middle school 
and elementary settings in the CNMI Public School System. As a reading teacher, 
classroom teacher, and now literacy coach, Terra continues to support classroom 
instruction, finding ways to nurture all learners’ literacy growth. She is currently 
working in K–3 classrooms, teaching and learning about improvements in literacy and 
language instruction. She is known as Mrs. T around her school campus and is always 
looking for ways to engage learners and get kids excited about books! Teaching at a 
distance has presented real challenges for educators that keep Terra seeking 
solutions. 

Terra has a Bachelor of Arts degree in Elementary Education with a K–12 Reading 
Endorsement and a Master of Science degree in Curriculum and Instruction. She loves 
all things literacy and finds reading to be one of the best forms of therapy, and books 
have always been some of her most cherished possessions. Born and raised in Idaho, 
she now has equal love for the mountains and the ocean. Terra is committed to 
growing avid readers and writers in our public schools! 



Claudia Palacios
Currently a K–3 Literacy Coach at Kagman Elementary School, Mrs. Palacios comes to 
you with over 2 years serving in the Office of Curriculum and Instruction as an 
Education Specialist coordinating resources and trainings for the K–12 Social Studies 
programs, and over 5 years of classroom teaching experience with a diverse student 
population in the 3rd and 4th grades at Garapan and GTC Elementary Schools.  She 
continues working with teachers and trainers, with student college and career 
readiness in mind, to meet the CNMI PSS benchmarks, utilize the Board approved 
curriculum resources, and provides support for effective, research-based, and rigorous 
learning. 

She is committed to serving students, earned a Bachelor of Science in Elementary 
Education at the Northern Marianas College, a Master of Science in Curriculum and 
Instruction, for educators and corporate trainers, from Western Governors University, 
and is a HQT Certified Professional in Elementary Education, Elementary Education – 
Teaching Reading, Middle School General Content, Middle School Science, Middle 
School Social Studies, and Principles of Learning and Teaching K–6/7–12. She also 
completed the PSS EdTech Cohort 2 in June of 2014, and participated in the first 
session of eTeacher workshops in 2015 and Intro to Blackboard in 2019. 



Getting to know you



Participants Summary

≫ Over all eleven modules, attendees are typically:
> New to online teaching (60% or more)
> K–12 teachers (50% or more)
> Attending more than one module workshop (40% or more)
> An even distribution with other education expertises such as 

administrators, librarians, college instructors, and the like
≫ Workshop evaluations have consistently been 4.7 or higher out of 5



Thank you!
Participant Activity

Use chat box or mic

What tool or strategy 
have you used for 

teaching reading in a 
virtual environment?



≫ Explore elements of the Guided Reading (GR) Process

≫ Explore the elements of the Before During After (BDA) 
Framework

≫ Analyze how GR and BDA can help meet learner needs

≫ Learn strategies to leverage tech and text resources 

≫ Analyze ways to adapt or adopt tools in their own context

≫ Engage in talk story discussions around strategies and 
resources

Objectives: Participants will...



Thank you!
Robin Dyrensborg
Simple View of Reading
Guided Reading Framework
DBA Framework 

“Once you learn 
to read, 

you will be 
forever free.”

~Frederick Douglass



The Reading Process1 

A multifaceted process involves word recognition, 
comprehension, fluency, motivation. 

Reading is making meaning from print.



Simple View of Reading (SVR)2 

Decoding - efficient & fast word recognition of familiar and unfamiliar 

words

Language Comprehension (a.k.a Listening comprehension, Linguistic 

comprehension, & Comprehension) - ability to listen and make 

meaning

Reading Comprehension - based on knowledge of content area + high 

level thinking skills



Simple View of Reading2 

All reading difficulties fall into one of three general types.

1. Poor at Language Comprehension — Has adequate decoding skills and 

weak language comprehension skills. 

2. Poor at Decoding — Has adequate language comprehension and weak 

decoding skills. 

3. Weaknesses in Both Areas — Has weaknesses in both areas; 

sometimes referred to as the “Garden Variety” poor reader.



Simple View of Reading2 

Assess to Identify Area of Need

≫ Diagnosis of Decoding - student reads random/new words (fluently 

& quickly)

≫ Diagnosis of Language Comprehension - students listen to a story 

and answer comprehension questions

> Using only Reading Comprehension scores = hit or miss  

interventions 

● Comprehension is influenced by student background & 

content knowledge



Guided Reading Experience3

STUDENT 
• Discussion of the 
meaning is grounded in a 
variety of engaging fiction 
and nonfiction texts that 
expands thinking and 
vocabulary. 
• Students may write or 
draw about reading.  

TEACHER 
• Opportunity to provide 
explicit instruction in a 
range of reading 
strategies. 
• Incorporates explicit 
vocabulary instruction and 
phonics or word work.



Guided Reading Experience

ASSESS
After systematic 
assessment to 
determine their 
strengths and needs, 
students are grouped 
for efficient reading 
instruction

GROUP
While individuals 
always vary, the 
students in the group 
are alike enough that 
they can be effectively 
taught in a group

Virtual Assessment:
Student reads aloud
Oral Q&A assessment

Virtual Groupings:
Small pairs/ triads/group
Flexible 



Guided Reading Experience
Virtually assessing students’ levels
≫ Decoding & Reading fluency - have the student read aloud a 

short part of the text, does this seem like a just right text? 

> Student answers a comprehension or text feature question 
based on the section that was read aloud

> ASK: Was this book easy, just right, or were parts hard?

≫ Language Comprehension - teacher reads aloud, then student 
answers a comprehension or text feature question based on the 
section that was read aloud

≫ Reading Comprehension - students read a short text and 
answer comprehension or text feature questions



Guided Reading Experience

RESOURCE LEVELED 
TEXTS
Texts are selected from a 
collection arranged 
along a gradient of 
difficulty. 

APPROPRIATE LEVEL
The teacher selects a 
text that students will 
be able to process 
successfully with 
instruction.

Virtual GR:
Digital texts -screen share
Hard copies sent home

Virtual GR:
Small group
Different times



Guided Reading Experience

TARGETED INSTRUCTION
Lessons are tailored to 
meet students’ needs

APPROPRIATE LEVEL
The teacher selects a 
text that students will 
be able to process 
successfully with 
instruction.

Virtual GR:
Digital texts -screen share
Hard copies sent home

Virtual GR:
Small group
Different times



TEACH FULL RANGE OF STRATEGIC ACTIONS4



Asynchronous Reading Activities

≫ Phonics skills (flashcards/handouts)

≫ Handout with strategies for reading independently

≫ Practice reading aloud to improve fluency

> Record audio or video to submit to teacher

≫ Comprehension questions for after reading

≫ Writing

≫ Extension activity choice board for after reading

> Tie in with strategic actions for that student



≫ Increase students independent reading level

≫ Students can go off and read silently and independently

≫ Increase reading volume

≫ Students read increasingly challenging books

Goals of Guided Reading



Before During After (BDA) Framework5



≫ Questioning: Answering & generating

≫ Brainstorming

≫ Making predictions

≫ Visualization

≫ KWL

≫ Anticipation Guides

≫ Double – Entry Journals
BDA strategies PDF (247 pages)

Before Reading Activities

http://images.pcmac.org/SiSFiles/Schools/AL/MadisonCity/DiscoveryMid/Uploads/Forms/Before__During__and_After_New_Strategies.pdf


≫ Teacher and text modeling

≫ Teacher think alouds (identify problem, fix 

problem, picture text, predict, make comments)

≫ Questioning (text explicit, text implicit, experienced 

– based)

≫ Organization of Information/Text Structure

BDA strategies PDF (247 pages)

During Reading Activities

http://images.pcmac.org/SiSFiles/Schools/AL/MadisonCity/DiscoveryMid/Uploads/Forms/Before__During__and_After_New_Strategies.pdf


≫ Questioning: Answering & generating

≫ Comprehension Constructors

≫ Double – entry journals

≫ Thinking maps/Graphic organizers

≫ Writing to reflect/extend thinking

≫ Quick writes

≫ Artistic/creative representation

BDA strategies PDF (247 pages)

After Reading Activities

http://images.pcmac.org/SiSFiles/Schools/AL/MadisonCity/DiscoveryMid/Uploads/Forms/Before__During__and_After_New_Strategies.pdf


Virtual Environment Guided Reading 

≫ Know your students

≫ Use available text resources, SVR, GR & DBA 

frameworks

≫ Leverage Zoom* and LMS features

≫ Explore creative ways to teach strategies

≫ Explore ways to actively engage students 

≫ Reflect on lessons

≫ Modify strategies and activities to fit your needs

≫ Modify strategies and activities to fit student needs



Break

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_W0bSen8Qjg


Thank you!Terra Allen 
Guided Reading in Action

“Be a brave learner. Be brave enough 
to outgrow your own best teaching.” 

-Lucy Calkins, Teachers College 
Columbia University



≫ Getting started with routines: before, during, and after reading 
expectations

≫ Knowing your readers and their instructional range

≫ Look for early wins 

≫ Responsive teaching > the perfect lesson sequence

≫ Let kids talk and write about their reading

≫ Anticipate technical issues and plan for supports

≫ Spend more time building background (incorporate multimedia) 

Taking the Plunge 



What range are your readers? 6 



Stages of Guided Reading 



Assess-Decide-Guide in a Virtual Setting7 

≫ Pinpoint your student’s developmental word knowledge

≫ Determine instructional reading levels

≫ What is their ability to comprehend in various reading 

(or listening) situations? 

≫ Needs-based groups

≫ Online groups may have outliers

For support visit: https://www.janrichardsonreading.com/

https://pioneervalleybooks.com/pages/assessment
https://www.janrichardsonreading.com/


≫ Before: Introduction: background, text features, vocabulary, tricky 
words, (anticipate decoding challenges) paired texts Let’s take a 
look

≫ During:  Instructional focus: real time support, responsive to 
students reading behaviors, noticing how students respond and 
think within, about, and beyond the text; 

≫ After: word work, guided discussion, and guided writing, where to 
next. Here’s another example

≫ Be flexible with both time and groupings,  and be willing to take 
away

 Typical Virtual GR Lesson (BDA Framework)8

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1xxUP-EqVb0pPzL82r0NYi0JdVx9XXd9mFaoWSV24qKk/edit?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1xxUP-EqVb0pPzL82r0NYi0JdVx9XXd9mFaoWSV24qKk/edit?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1vAQKGzMj7jKQGY0LTOz1LsznVbXs17ze0w7Mt5Hvn_s/edit?usp=sharing


Before Reading: Introduction and Book Walk

https://docs.google.com/file/d/17eqA5sLLHtWF7kXA_GZ0vkqjNrAsNbW7/preview


≫

 Virtual Lesson Plan8



≫ Reconnecting through books

≫ Creating a book collection 

≫ Extending tasks to support learner 

interests

≫ Noticing students using strategies- 

learning through collective 

observations 

Connecting Readers

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1GwcVbRQbxLvoMuEIlj-hYQUFBR0LW-A1_nWoV9t7W_g/edit?usp=sharing


≫ Tune in to what students notice, add, request

≫ Set the stage for divergent thinking and responses to text “What 
Else?” 

≫ Allow students to explore beyond the lesson boundaries – leave 
room for teachable moments in text

≫ Student reading behaviors lead to teachable moments and teaching 
points

≫ Students are building a self-extending system, help this become 
visible  

≫ Help kids navigate online sources

Building Learner Agency



Guided Discovery



Guided Navigation- Finding Facts



Increase Student Learning



≫ Select a tool that allows you to navigate a lesson relatively 
seamlessly

≫ Find ways to capture evidence of thinking and making reading 
growth visible 

≫ Keep it predictable

≫ Let kids take the lead

≫ Keep a footprint of prior lessons

≫ Let kids see the work of other groups

Jamboard is my Jam

https://jamboard.google.com/d/12f_HD7lY3hNE0TQCTuyX0VphekIEZZ00knFDF_DhxeM/edit?usp=sharing


≫ Be choosy about good books

≫ Pick books that compel readers to think and 

solve problems

≫ Plant an origin story

≫ Build a book collection for readers

≫ Be resourceful

≫ Know each student’s reading habits and

preferences

Book Selection

https://www.bookbuilderonline.com/subscription/books


Supporting Readers

Let’s chat! As we inch closer to a new school year, consider some 
aspects of our reality: 

How do we help our students change their relationship with reading? 
How do we ensure that our kids find value in reading?  



Moving Forward: Growing Readers9

https://pernillesripp.com/2021/04/13/a-question-to-center-reading-joy/


Thank you!  Claudia Palacios



≫ The Ideal

Guided Reading 
To Expand Vocabulary and Comprehension10

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SKGirnP2HCY&t=12


≫ A resource & sequence

> Reading Mastery Direct Instruction  Kindergarten Lesson 34

Guided Reading 
To Expand Vocabulary and Comprehension



≫ A resource & sequence

> Reading Mastery Direct Instruction  Sample Storybook Reading 110

Guided Reading 
To Expand Vocabulary and Comprehension11

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2y0JgtvlLIA&t=250


≫ A resource & sequence

> Reading Mastery - Direct Instruction - Distance Learning

Guided Reading 
To Expand Vocabulary and Comprehension



≫ A resource & sequence

> HMH Journeys National Kindergarten

● Unit 4, Lesson 17

Guided Reading 
To Expand Vocabulary and Comprehension



≫ The reality

Guided Reading 
To Expand Vocabulary and Comprehension

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1-qEM_L6MAmy5izQ4R6Y6V6EkZ2AGfo-X/preview


≫ Leveled Readers

> Struggling Reader

● Bug Parts

> On Level

● Find the Bug

> ELs

● Look for Bugs

Guided Reading 
To Expand Vocabulary and Comprehension



≫ Considerations

> Mode of delivery options

● Zoom, Google Meet, Blackboard Collaborate, other LMS

> Small group interactions

● Dynamic > Restricted

> Individual supports

● Finding time

Guided Reading 
To Expand Vocabulary and Comprehension



≫ Considerations

> Text complexity

> Local relevance

> Synchronous and asynchronous format options

> Timing

● How much time should be vs. may actually be allotted.

Guiding Reading Across Curriculum
During Reading Activities Online



Guiding Reading Across Curriculum
During Reading Activities Online

≫ Sample Lesson In Social Studies Grade 2

> Have a task list

> Preview the topic

> Scaffold

● Add visuals



Guiding Reading Across Curriculum
During Reading Activities Online

≫ Sample Lesson In Social Studies Grade 2

> Add local relevance



Guiding Reading Across Curriculum
During Reading Activities Online

≫ Sample Lesson In Social Studies Grade 2

> During reading

> Add clues 



≫ Reading Mastery 

Resources12

Distance Learning exemplars:  

YouTube Channel link: KBP Kindergarten Team   (March - May 2020)

Orange Group: Lesson 26 - 56

Yellow Group: Lesson 72 - 102

Green Group: Lesson K108 - K 158 + 1st Grade  Lesson 1 - 5

Blue Group: Lesson K120 - K158 + 1st Grade  Lesson 1 - 10

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpiI5hbnkON9ljOxZolZ5Sw/playlists


≫ HMH Journeys National

Resources13



≫ Social Studies - Savvas MyWorld 

                  w/ Realize online

Resources



Break

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_W0bSen8Qjg


Real-time Collaboration:
Breakout Rooms
25 minutes with the group
20 mins to share with everyone 
(elect a speaker)

Please access Google Doc prior to entering 
Breakout rooms

Share experience working  
 with small groups online. 
Option: Try out a strategy 
to modify/scaffold a lesson.



≫ Use SVR, GR & BDA frameworks to guide planning

≫ Leverage available text & tech resources 

≫ Reflect on lessons

> Modify strategies and activities to fit your needs 

and your students’ needs

Wrapping Up



Resources
Evidence-based practices
1. Reading Process,  
2. Simple View of Reading and Repeated Reading Strategy
3. Guided Reading Experience
4. Strategic Actions Wheel
5. Vacca & Vacca 2008 Article , BDA strategies PDF (247 pages) , and BDA Framework
6. Reading Development Chart
7. Next Step Forward Guided Reading
8. Pioneer Valley Books Webinar
9. Growing Readers
10. Expand Vocabulary & Comprehension video
11. Mastery Direct Instruction video
12. KBP Kindergarten Team Reading Mastery Playlist
13. Symbaloo Journeys Resource Materials

Images
≫ Unless otherwise specified, all images are creative commons zero (CC0), no 

attributes required including presenter provided photos
≫ Dr. Seuss image & quote

https://www.readingrockets.org/article/what-reading
https://www.readingrockets.org/article/simple-view-reading
https://www.readingrockets.org/blogs/shanahan-literacy/everything-you-wanted-know-about-repeated-reading
http://teacher.scholastic.com/products/guidedreading/pdf/2.0_InYourClassroom/GR_Research_Paper_2010.pdf?esp=TSO/ib/20200814////label/gr/card/research/////
https://fpblog.fountasandpinnell.com/what-are-the-systems-of-strategic-actions
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/264869786_Content_Area_Reading_Literacy_and_Learning_Across_the_Curriculum
http://images.pcmac.org/SiSFiles/Schools/AL/MadisonCity/DiscoveryMid/Uploads/Forms/Before__During__and_After_New_Strategies.pdf
https://sites.google.com/site/bridgingwordsandunderstanding/bda-approach
https://myokapi.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Reading-Development-Chart-Color.pdf
https://www.janrichardsonreading.com/
https://pioneervalleybooks.com/pages/webinars
https://pernillesripp.com/2021/04/13/a-question-to-center-reading-joy/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SKGirnP2HCY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2y0JgtvlLIA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpiI5hbnkON9ljOxZolZ5Sw/playlists
https://www.symbaloo.com/home/mix/journeys7
https://www.quotemaster.org/images/35/35ce9a20a2d0a19a688edad6d0858ff8.jpg


Participant Feedback Form
Help us improve our practice by providing us with some 

feedback.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScufewODnj3PFYVWqJ4FZD97mFOWad0NFGaiKjC-3zZmqT3ZA/viewform?usp=pp_url
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScufewODnj3PFYVWqJ4FZD97mFOWad0NFGaiKjC-3zZmqT3ZA/viewform?usp=pp_url


Contact Information
≫ Robin Dyrensborg - robinsld@hawaii.edu 

≫ Terra Allen - terra.allen@cnmipss.org 

≫ Claudia Palacios - claudia.palacios@cnmipss.org

≫ Michael Menchaca - mikepm@hawaii.edu

≫ Lynette Villagomez - villagomezl@prel.org 

≫ Eloise Sanchez - sancheze@prel.org

≫ Emerson Odango - odangoe@prel.org

≫ Melly Wilson - wilsonm@prel.org

≫ Hendrick Cho - cho@prel.org 

mailto:robinsld@hawaii.edu
mailto:claudia.palacios@cnmipss.org
mailto:mikepm@hawaii.edu
mailto:villagomezl@prel.org
mailto:sancheze@prel.org
mailto:Odangoe@prel.org
mailto:wilsonm@prel.org
mailto:cho@prel.org


Thank you!
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